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We consider the Skorokhod embedding problem in Brownian motion. In particular, we give a solution
based on the local time at zero of a variably skewed Brownian motion related to the underlying
Brownian motion. Special cases of the construction include the Azéma–Yor and Vallois embeddings.
In turn, the construction has an interpretation in the Chacon–Walsh framework.
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1. Introduction
The Skorokhod embedding problem was first proposed, and then solved, by Skorokhod
(1965), and may be described as follows. Given a Brownian motion (B t ) t>0 and a centred
target law  can we find a ‘small’ stopping time T such that BT has distribution ?
Skorokhod gave an explicit construction of the stopping time T in terms of independent
random variables, and in doing so showed that any zero-mean probability measure may be
embedded in Brownian motion using a uniformly integrable stopping time. Since the
problem was posed many more solutions have been given; see, for example, Dubins (1968),
Root (1969), Bass (1983) and the comprehensive survey article of Obłój (2004).
In this paper we are concerned with the connection between two of the well-known
constructions due to Azéma and Yor (1979a) and Vallois (1983), and the relationship
between these constructions and the construction of Chacon and Walsh (1976). The Azéma
and Yor (1979a) construction defines a stopping time
TAY ¼ inf ft > 0 : B t < ł(S t )g,
where S t is the maximum of the Brownian motion B and ł is an increasing function
dependent on . This is an embedding of  and has a nice optimality property – namely, that
it maximizes the distibution of the maximum for embeddings under which B t^T is uniformly
integrable (see Azéma and Yor 1979b). The other well-known construction of interest to us
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here is the embedding of Vallois (1983). This construction uses the local time L Bt of the
Brownian motion at 0. In particular, for certain functions Æ, ,
= ((L Bt ), Æ(L Bt ))g
TV ¼ inf ft > 0 : B t 2
is an embedding. In Vallois (1992) it is shown that for a convex function  a specific choice
of Æ and  minimizes E(L TB ) among the class of all embeddings of . Moreover, the same
choice of Æ and  is optimal for each . It is this specific choice of Æ and , for which Æ is
decreasing and  increasing, which interests us here.
It is not surprising, given Lévy’s result on the equivalence in law between (S t , S t  B t )
and (L Bt , jB t j), that there is a strong connection between the two constructions (not least
when  is symmetric); however, the aim of this paper is to demonstrate that both
embeddings can be seen as examples of a much broader class of embeddings.
The embeddings we construct have an interpretation within the balayage construction of
Chacon and Walsh (1976). As shown in Meilijson (1983), the Azéma–Yor construction is
already known to fit in this framework. We shall show how our construction can be
interpreted in a similar way. Given any centred probability measure , we shall define a
family A  of admissible curves ª in the Chacon–Walsh picture. In turn, for any ª 2 A  we
define a function G  G ,ª : Rþ ! R with Lipschitz constant 1. Our embeddings will be
characterized by this function which will be used to define a variably skewed Brownian
motion.
Skew Brownian motion (Harrison and Shepp 1981) can be thought of as a Brownian
motion with excursions being positive with probability p and negative with probability
1  p. For a variably skewed Brownian motion (Barlow et al. 2000) the probability of
positive excursions will vary with the local time at zero of the process. Given a Brownian
motion B t , a variably skewed Brownian motion X t is the solution to
X t ¼ B t  G(L Xt )

(1)

where L Xt is the local time of X t at 0 and G is a function with Lipschitz constant at most 1.
Our embedding will then be a stopping time of the form
= (b(L Xt ), a(L Xt ))g ¼ inf ft > 0 : B t 2
= ((L Xt ), Æ(L Xt ))g
T ¼ inf ft > 0 : X t 2

(2)

for suitable pairs of functions (a, b) and (Æ, ). When G  0, X t is just B t (this remark can
be restated in a more complicated fashion by saying that X is a skew Brownian motion with
constant skewness parameter 1/2) and the stopping time is the same as Vallois’ stopping time.
When G(l) ¼ l for all l, we find that X t has only negative excursions and L Xt ¼ sup s< t Bs ; in
particular, the embedding is now of the form
T ¼ inf ft > 0 : B t < ł(S t ))g
for some ł and we recover the Azéma–Yor stopping time. Further, for each , there are
choices of curves ª 2 A  which lead to G(l) ¼ 0 and G(l) ¼ l.
The paper proceeds as follows. We shall begin by establishing the important quantities in
the construction, and some relationships between them; then we show in Theorem 6 that
there is a strong solution to (1), and hence that, given the Brownian motion, we may indeed
construct X . The main result of this paper is Theorem 10, where we use excursion
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arguments to confirm that the stopping time is an embedding, and that B t^T is uniformly
integrable. In Section 4 we discuss the connection with the Azéma–Yor and Vallois
embeddings, and describe a new embedding in the general framework which maximizes
E(L xT ) for  convex and L xT the local time of the Brownian motion at a non-zero level x.

2. Construction
Our aim is to show that we can construct embeddings of a target distribution  in a
Brownian motion (B t ) t>0 with B0 ¼ 0, where the embedding is determined by a curve
ª : [0, ] ! R 3 Rþ , ª(s) ¼ (F(s), h(s)) and what is in some sense the local time of the
Brownian motion on the function F. The parametrization of the curve is essentially
arbitrary, but for simplicity we might choose s to be the arc length. The construction we
provide will have as special cases the embeddings of Azéma and Yor (1979a) and Vallois
(1983). In particular, we will see that the Azéma–Yor construction corresponds to the
choice F(s) ¼ h(s) and the Vallois construction to the choice F  0.
In order to perform the construction, we need to make some assumptions on the
behaviour of ª. The exact form of the conditions is dependent on the target distribution,
and further notation is required to state them clearly; however, the assumptions have a
straightforward graphical interpretation, which we now describe, and which is illustrated in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. The ‘potential’ c(x) for a distribution . The embedding is determined by the curve
ª ¼ (F, h) and Ł(s) and (s) are the x-coordinates of the points at which the tangents to c intersect ª
at ª(s).
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As with many embeddings, there are strong connections with potential theory. We define
the function
ð
c(x) ¼ j y  xj(d y):
(3)
R

This is related to a common definition of the potential of a Brownian motion (in onedimension) via c(x) ¼ u  (x), where u  is the potential of  (see Chacon 1977). We shall
9 respectively.
denote throughout the left and right derivatives of a function f by f 
9, fþ
Proposition 1. Let  be a centred target distribution with finite first moment. Then the
function c as defined in (3) has the following useful properties:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

c is a positive, continuous, convex function such that c(x) > jxj.
As x ! 1, c(x)  jxj ! 0.
c has left and right derivatives given by
c9 (x) ¼ 2((1, x))  1,

c9þ (x) ¼ 2((1, x])  1,

so in particular, c is differentiable Lebesgue-almost everywhere. The set
fx : (fxg) . 0g is precisely the set where c is not differentiable.
We now discuss the set of admissible curves ª. We suppose that the functions F and h,
with F(0) ¼ h(0) ¼ 0, are both absolutely continuous, and hence have derivatives Lebesguealmost everywhere, which we suppose in addition satisfy Leb(fs : h9(s) ¼ F9(s) ¼ 0g) ¼ 0.
We define  ¼ supfs . 0 : h(s) < c(F(s))g, and require that the curve ª(s) ¼ (F(s), h(s))
hits c, at least in the limit s !  (although this could occur at 1).
The curve ª is key to defining the other primary variables. The functions Ł,  are
defined in terms of c, F and h so that for s > 0,


c(x)  h(s)
,
(4)
Ł(s) ¼ argmin
x  F(s)
x. F(s)


h(s)  c(x)
(s) ¼ argmax
:
(5)
F(s)  x
x, F(s)
The functions Ł(s) and (s) have the interpretations that they are the x-coordinates of the
points on c where the tangents pass through (F(s), h(s)). Since the argmin and argmax in (4)
and (5) may not be uniquely defined (but note that from the convexity of c it follows that the
candidate argmin and argmax are restricted to an interval in each case), we replace (4) and
(5) with the definitions


c(x)  h(s)
8º < x ,
(6)
Ł(s) ¼ sup x 2 R : c(º) > h(s) þ (º  F(s))
x  F(s)


h(s)  c(x)
(s) ¼ inf x 2 R : c(º) > h(s) þ (º  F(s))
8º > x :
(7)
F(s)  x
This is equivalent to taking the argmin to be the supremum of the minimizing values in (4),
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and the argmax to be the infimum of the maximizing values in (5). From the definitions (6)
and (7) we have that Ł and  are left-continuous.
In order for the construction to make sense, we must restrict ª so that for any particular
value of s the future of the curve will lie inside the (closed) area constructed via the
tangents at Ł(s) and (s) and the potential c. We note that under this restriction, the curve
can have h9(s) , 0, which is why we cannot paramatrize the curve by its height. Our first
aim is to express this idea mathematically. Define
R(s) ¼

c(Ł(s))  h(s)
c(x)  h(s)
¼ inf
,
x. F(s) x  F(s)
Ł(s)  F(s)

(8)

S(s) ¼

h(s)  c((s))
h(s)  c(x)
¼ sup
,
F(s)  (s)
x, F(s) F(s)  x

(9)

ˆ(s) ¼

R(s)  S(s)
:
2

(10)

The fact that the pair of definitions in (8) are equivalent follows from the fact that the lines
joining (F(s), h(s)) to (Ł(s), c(Ł(s))) and ((s), c((s))) are supporting tangents to c. In
particular, R(s) and S(s) are the gradients of these tangents. As well as ˆ representing half
the difference in the slopes it will also have an interpretation as the probability that the
embedding has not yet occurred. The conditions we require on ª are then
h9þ (s)
> R(s),
F9þ (s)

F9þ (s) . 0,

h9þ (s)
< S(s),
F9þ (s)

F9þ (s) , 0,

and h9þ . 0 when F9þ (s) ¼ 0. Since we have R(s) . S(s), these conditions can be
summarized as
h9þ (s) > max(F9þ (s)S(s), F9þ (s)R(s)):

(11)

We will say that a curve ª ¼ (F, h) with this property is admissible, and, given , the family
of admissible curves will be labelled A  . By construction, for ª 2 A , the corresponding
functions Ł and  will be monotonic. It follows from their representations as slopes of
tangents that R and S are also monotonic, and ˆ(s) is strictly decreasing.
The construction of the stopping time can be considered via the transformations shown in
Figure 2. We want to be able to make sense of the ‘local time’ of B t on F, which we
denote by Y t. For the present we are not specific about the process Y except that it is an
increasing process which only grows when ‘B is on F’ in a sense which will become clear.
The full definition of Y can be obtained from reversing the construction process we are
about to describe.
The curves in Fgure 2(a) (starting with the highest) represent Ł, F and . In order to
define the candidate stopping time we need to transform the horizontal and vertical scales
of this graph. Firstly, we map the horizontal axis by H 1 (where H will be defined later),
so that the curves in Figure 2(b) are plots of
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. Three different interpretations of the stopping time. (a) shows the functions Ł(s), (s) and
F(s); the horizontal axis represents the current ‘position along the curve’ or the ‘local time’ of B on
F labelled by Y t – our primary aim is to understand how to interpret this. In (b) we transform the
horizontal scale using a function H to be determined, so that the horizontal axis is the local time L Xt .
In (c) we transform the vertical scale by subtracting G ¼ F s H 1 , so that the vertical axis is
X t ¼ B t  G(L Xt ). The vertical lines are the excursions of B from F, or excursions of X from zero.
In each interpretation the stopping time can be thought of as the first time an excursion goes outside
the region bounded by the upper and lower curves.

(F( H 1 (l)), Ł( H 1 (l)), ( H 1 (l)))  (G(l), Æ(l), (l)):
Secondly, we transform the vertical scale by subtracting G(l) from the vertical coordinate, so
that Figure 2(c) shows a(l) ¼ Æ(l)  G(l) and b(l) ¼ (l)  G(l). Also shown in Figure 2 (by
the vertical lines) are the excusions of the Brownian motion away from F. In Figures 2(a)
and 2(b) these excursions are plotted in the coordinates (Y t , B t ) and (L Xt , B t ) respectively. In
Figure 2(c) we have a process X t making excursions from 0, and it now makes sense to
define the horizontal axis to be the (symmetric) local time of X t at 0. In particular, if the
process in Figure 2(c) has local time L Xt , then X must satisfy
X t ¼ B t  G(L Xt ):
We will later show (Theorem 6) that this equation has a strong solution. The candidate
embedding is then of the form
T ¼ inf ft > 0 : X t 2
= (b(L Xt ), a(L Xt ))g,
where a(l) ¼ Ł( H 1 (l))  F( H 1 (l)) and b(l) ¼ ( H 1 (l))  F( H 1 (l)). This stopping rule
can then be re-expressed in the form (2).
Having described the form and philosophy of the construction, it remains to determine
the transformation function H, and then to show that the algorithm outlined above leads to
a genuine embedding of the target law . The advantage of representing the construction via
the diagrams in Figures 1 and 2 is to show how these representations are special cases of
the Chacon and Walsh (1976) embedding.
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The intuition is that the tails of the distribution are embedded first. The points on the
curve, (F(s), h(s)), are used to define (s), Ł(s) and when the construction is in progress at
at a point represented by (F(s), h(s)) the mass remaining to be embedded is restricted to
the interval [(s), Ł(s)]. The potential of the remaining mass is then a rescaled version of
the central part of Figure 1 in which (F(s), h(s)) becomes the origin and the lines joining
(F(s), h(s)) to ((s), c((s))) and (Ł(s), c(Ł(s))) become the lines x in the original
Chacon–Walsh picture.
The conditions on the curve ª ensure that the function Ł is non-increasing, and  is nondecreasing. It also follows from the definitions that Ł and  are both monotonic and leftcontinuous. Note that Æ and  share these properties, but that a and b need not be
monotonic.
The first results discuss the properties of the functions R and S introduced in (8) and (9).
Note that (by Proposition 1(iii)) we have the inequalities
1  2([Ł(s), 1)) < R(s) < 1  2((Ł(s), 1)),

(12)

2((1, (s)))  1 < S(s) < 2((1, (s)])  1:

(13)

Lemma 2. The functions R and S are absolutely continuous on closed subsets of [0, ) and
ðs
1
½ h9(s)  F9(z)R(z)dz,
R(s) ¼ 1 
Ł(z)

F(z)
0
ðs
1
S(s) ¼ 1 þ
½ h9(s)  F9(z)S(z)dz:
F(z)

(z)
0
Proof. The function R(s) is the gradient of the tangent to c that hits ª at (F(s), h(s)). It is
clear that R is non-increasing (by the assumptions on ª), and for every gradient there is a
unique tangent which hits ª at some point; hence, R must be continuous.
Also, for  small (we insist that F(s  ) , Ł(s)), we have from the absolute continuity
of F and h that F(s  ) < F(s) þ A and h(s  ) > h(s)  B for some A, B . 0, and
by the last form of (8),
R(s  ) <

c(Ł(s))  h(s) þ B
Ł(s)  F(s)  A

c(Ł(s))  h(s)
c(Ł(s))  h(s)
c(Ł(s))  h(s)
B
þ

þ
Ł(s)  F(s)
Ł(s)  F(s)  A
Ł(s)  F(s)
Ł(s)  F(s)  A


c(Ł(s))  h(s)

þB
,
¼ R(s) þ A
Ł(s)  F(s)
Ł(s)  F(s)  B

¼

so that R is locally Lipschitz on [0, ) and absolutely continuous on [0, z] for z , . In
particular, it is differentiable Lebesgue-almost everywhere, and if R9 is a version of the
derivative of R, then we must have
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R(s) ¼ 1 þ

ðs
R9(z)dz
0

for s ,  (and hence, by continuity, for s ¼ ).
We can calculate the left derivative of R(s), using the fact that Ł is left-continuous and
decreasing, to be:


d
h9 (s)
F9 (s)R(s)
Ł9 (s)
c(Ł(s))  h(s)
R(s) ¼ 
þ
þ
c9þ (Ł(s)) 
:
ds
Ł(s)  F(s) Ł(s)  F(s) Ł(s)  F(s)
Ł(s)  F(s)
However, the second term will disappear: if there is no atom at Ł(s), from (12) and
Proposition 1(iii), we obtain
c9þ (Ł(s)) ¼

c(Ł(s))  h(s)
,
Ł(s)  F(s)

(14)

while if there is an atom at Ł(s), Ł9 (s) ¼ 0 (unless s is the largest s corresponding to the
atom, however, then (14) still holds).
Consequently,
d
h9 (s)
F9 (s)R(s)
R(s) ¼ 
þ
ds
Ł(s)  F(s) Ł(s)  F(s)
h

and the result holds. We can deduce the statement for S(s) similarly.
Proposition 3. Define

ðs

ðs
h9(z)
R(z) þ S(z)
H(s) ¼
dz  F9(z)
dz
R(z)  S(z)
0 ˆ(z)
0
ðs
dz
:
¼ ½2h9(z)  F9(z)ð R(z) þ S(z)Þ
R(z)  S(z)
0

(15)

Then H is strictly increasing and continuous on [0, ), with continuous inverse H 1 .
Proof. This follows from (11) and the fact that R(z) > S(z), with equality only if z ¼ . h
Proposition 4. The function G(l) ¼ F s H 1 (l) is absolutely continuous with jG9(l)j < 1.
Further, G is invariant under any increasing reparametrization of the curve ª.
Proof. Both F and H 1 are differentiable almost everywhere, so that
G9(l) ¼

F9( H 1 (l))
:
H9( H 1 (l))

(16)

It is sufficient to show that jG9(l)j < 1, or equivalently that  H9 < F9 < H9. However,
H9  F9 ¼
and

2h9
2F9R
2

¼
(h9  F9R) > 0
RS RS RS
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H9 þ F9 ¼

2h9
2F9S
2

¼
(h9  F9S) > 0
RS RS RS

by (11).
The statement that G is independent of the parametrization of the curve follows from the
representation (15).
h
The following lemma follows immediately from Lemma 2 and Proposition 3.
Lemma 5. We have the relationships
H9  F9
R9
¼ ,
Ł F
ˆ

H9 þ F9 S9
¼ :
F
ˆ

3. Verification
We have now completed the definitions of the auxilliary functions. It remains to show,
firstly, that the process given by (1) is well defined, and secondly, that the stopping time in
(2) embeds the law .
Theorem 6. Consider the equation
X t ¼ B t  G(L Xt ),

(17)

where B t is a Brownian motion, and L Xt is the local time at 0 of the process X. There exists a
strong solution to (17). Further, the solution is a variably skewed Brownian motion, with
probability of positive excursions p given by
p(l) ¼

1  G9(l)
2

when the local time L Xt ¼ l.
The existence of a strong solution is shown in Barlow et al. (2000) under the slightly
stronger condition that jG9(l)j , 1. They prove that the solutions of the equation are
pathwise unique and that there exists a weak solution, which, by the Yamada–Watanabe
theorem, implies the existence of a strong solution. (The form of the Yamada–Watanabe
theorem given, for example, in Revuz and Yor 1999: IX.1.7 is stated for an ordinary
stochastic differential equation but, as Barlow et al. note, can be extended to cover the case
of interest.) The proof of Theorem 3.1 in Barlow et al. (2000) carries over without
alteration to the case where jG9(l)j < 1, so it only remains to show the existence of a weak
solution in the more general case. The statement about the probability of excursions follows
on consideration of the case where G(x) ¼ x for jj < 1.
Consequently, Theorem 6 will follow from the following result:
Lemma 7. There exists a weak solution to (17).
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The proof of this lemma will follow the proof of Proposition 2.2 of Barlow et al. (2000);
the major difference is that it is necessary to use two functions n, m instead of the single
function  used by Barlow et al.
Proof. For x > 0, define v(x) to be the solution of

1=2
dv
2
¼
dx
1 þ (G9(x))2
pﬃﬃﬃ
with
pﬃﬃﬃ v(0) ¼ 0, so that 1 < v9(x) < 2. Define y to be the inverse of v. Then
1= 2 < y9(x) < 1. Define also
n(x) ¼

y(x)  G( y(x))
,
2

(18)

m(x) ¼

y(x) þ G( y(x))
:
2

(19)

In particular, 0 < n9 < y9 < 1 and 0 < m9 < y9 < 1.
Now define

2n9(l)x,
x > 0,
R(x, l) ¼
2m9(l)x,
x , 0:
Let B~ t , L~t be a Brownian motion and its local time at 0. By applying Revuz and Yor (1999:
VI.4.3) separately to Rþ ( B~ t , L~t ) ¼ 2n9( L~t )( B~ t _ 0) and R ( B~ t , L~t ) ¼ m9( L~t )( B~ t ^ 0) we
deduce
ðt
ðt
R( B~ t , L~t ) ¼ 2 (n9( L~s )1f B~s >0g þ m9( L~s )1f B~s ,0g )d B~s þ (n9( L~s )  m9( L~s ))d L~s
0

0

ðt

¼ 2 (n9( L~s )1f B~s >0g þ m9( L~s )1f B~s ,0g )d B~s þ n( L~t )  m( L~t ),
0

ðt

ðt

0

0

jR( B~ t , L~t )j ¼ 2 (n9( L~s )1f B~s >0g  m9( L~s )1f B~s ,0g )d B~s þ

(n9( L~s ) þ m9( L~s ))d L~s

ðt

¼ 2 (n9( L~s )1f B~s >0g  m9( L~s )1f B~s ,0g )d B~s þ n( L~t ) þ m( L~t ):
0

The stochastic integrals in both of the above equations have quadratic variation
ðt
A t ¼ 4 (n9( L~s )2 1f B~s >0g þ m9( L~s )2 1f B~s ,0g )ds:
0

Since n9 p
and
ﬃﬃﬃ m9 are bounded, A t , 1 almost surely, and because n9 _ m9
> y9=2 > 1=2 2 we also have A t "1 almost surely. Consequently, defining T t ¼
inf fs : A s . tg, we deduce that
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Wt ¼ 2

ð Tt
0

~t ¼ 2
W

ð Tt
0

(n9( L~s )1f B~s >0g þ m9( L~s )1f B~s ,0g )d B~s ,
(n9( L~s )1f B~s >0g  m9( L~s )1f B~s ,0g )d B~s

are Brownian motions.
Since L t ¼ n( L~T t ) þ m( L~T t ) is increasing only on the set ft : R( B~T t , L~T t ) ¼ 0g and
~ t þ L t , L t must be the symmetric local time at 0 of R( B~T t , L~T t ).
jR( B~T t , L~T t )j ¼ W
However, by (18) and (19), we have
R( B~T t , L~T t ) ¼ W t  G(L t ),
h

and hence a weak solution to (17).

The important fact is that X t is a strong solution, so that it is adapted to the filtration
F Bt of the Brownian motion – in particular, given the Brownian motion, it is possible to
construct X t and its local time L Xt , even if we do not have an explicit construction (see,
however, Remark 3.5 of Barlow et al. 2000).
Given a curve ª, we can define Ł and  as in (6) and (7), and thence define R, S, H and
G ¼ F s H 1 . Define also
a(l) ¼ Ł( H 1 (l))  F( H 1 (l)),

(20)

b(l) ¼ ( H 1 (l))  F( H 1 (l)),

(21)

and let X be given by the solution to (17).
Definition 1. Define the stopping time
T ¼ Tª ¼ inf ft > 0 : X t 2
= (b(L Xt ), a(L Xt ))g:

(22)

T will be our embedding of .
The key idea will be that we can use excursion theory to calculate the distribution of BT .
We shall first need the following result:
Proposition 8. Let Y t ¼ H 1 (L Xt ). Then the law of Y T is given by
P(Y T > s) ¼ ˆ(s):

(23)

Proof. By an excursion theory argument (see, for example, Rogers 1989), the rate r(l) at
which positive excursions from zero hit a(l) is the rate at which an excursion from 0 has
maximum modulus a(l) multiplied by the probability that the excursion is positive:
r(l) ¼

1
1  G9(l)
1  G9(l)
:
3
¼
a(l)
2
2(Ł( H 1 (l))  F( H 1 (l)))

Similarly, the rate of negative excursions is
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1
G9(l) þ 1
G9(l) þ 1
:
3
¼
1
jb(l)j
2
2(F( H (l))  ( H 1 (l)))
Consequently,
P(Y T > s) ¼ P (L TX > H(s))
 ð H(s) 
¼ exp 

 
1  G9(l)
G9(l) þ 1
þ
dl
2(Ł( H 1 (l))  F( H 1 (l))) 2(F( H 1 (l))  ( H 1 (l)))
0
 ðs 
 
1 H9(z)  F9(z) F9(z) þ H9(z)
¼ exp 
þ
dz
Ł(z)  F(z)
F(z)  (z)
02
ð s

ˆ9(z)
dz
¼ exp
0 ˆ(z)
¼ ˆ(s),

where the penultimate equality is a consequence of Lemma 5.

h

Theorem 9. The stopping time T is a UI embedding; that is, BT   and the process B t^T is
uniformly integrable.
Remark 1. We note that T being a UI embedding is equivalent to T being minimal in the
sense of Monroe (1972); that is, T is minimal if, whenever S is a stopping time with S < T
and BS  , we have S ¼ T almost surely. For further discussions on minimality, see Cox
and Hobson (2003) and Cox (2005).
Proof. We first show that T is an embedding. Our proof of this fact will rely on excursion
theory (Rogers 1989; Rogers and Williams 2000: VI.51), and as such, we note the following
about the excursion point process of X t : by Theorem 6, we know that there is an excursion
~ on Rþ 3 U , where U is the space of excursions, which is a Poisson random
point process ˛
~ related to the Brownian excursion point process ˛ with
measure with intensity measure 
intensity measure  by
~ (dl, Aþ ) ¼ 2 p(l)(dl, Aþ ),

~ (dl, A ) ¼ 2(1  p(l))(dl, A ),

where the sets Aþ and A are subsets of the positive and negative excursions, respectively. In
particular, if Aþ is the set of excursions with maximum greater than a(l), then
(dl, Aþ ) ¼ 1=2a(l) and
~ (dl, Aþ ) ¼ p(l) :

a(l)
Let x be a point such that x . F(). By definition,

(24)
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P(BT > x) ¼ P(X T þ G(L TX ) > x):

We will only stop at or above x if we have an excursion of X t above a(L Xt ) before the local
time is too great – in particular, before Ł( H 1 (l)) , x. By (24), when the local time L Xt ¼ l,
the rate of excursions of X which hit a(l) is p(l)a(l)1 . Hence, using (16), (20), (22) and
(23),
ð
p(l)
dl
P (L TX > l)
P(BT > x) ¼
a(l)
f l :Ł( H 1 ( l))>xg
¼
¼
¼

ð
ð

1
ð1  F9(z)= H9(z)Þ
H9(z)dz
P (Y T > z) 2
Ł(z)  F(z)
fz:Ł(z)>xg

H9(z)  F9(z)
ˆ(z)dz
2(Ł(z)
 F(z))
fz:Ł(z)>xg

ð


fz:Ł(z)>xg

R9(z)
dz:
2

Since R is continuous and decreasing, it will attain the lower bound in (12) on the set
fz : Ł(z) > xg, so that we deduce (since R(0) ¼ 1)
P(BT > x) ¼

1  (1  2([x, 1)))
¼ ([x, 1)):
2

A similar calculation shows that, for x , F(),
P(BT < x) ¼ ((1, x])
and therefore that BT  .
To demonstrate uniform integrability, we show that xP(T . H x ) ! 0 as jxj ! 1, where
H x ¼ inf ft > 0 : B t ¼ xg (see Azéma et al. 1980; Cox 2005). We consider the case x . 0.
If either F(s) ¼ h(s) or F(s) ¼ h(s) then we are reduced to the case of the Azéma and
Yor (1979a) embedding (see Remark 3 below) and uniform integrabity follows from
standard results. Otherwise, the curve ª enters the interior of the region between jxj and
c(x) in Figure 1 and then sup s< jF(s)j < K for some K. Then, for x . 2K,
ð
p(l)
P(T . H x ) ¼
dl:
P (LT > l)
x  F( H 1 (l))
f l:Ł( H 1 ( l))>xg
But P(LT > 1) < 1, p(l) < 1 and [x  F( H 1 (l))]1 , (x  K)1 , 2=x and so
xP(T . H x ) < 2Leb(fl : Ł( H 1 (l)) > xg) ¼ 2 H(Ł1 (x)),
and as x"1, Ł1 tends to zero, and, since H is continuous, xP(T . H x ) ! 0.

h
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4. Examples
Remark 2. The choice F  0 and h increasing, so that the curve ª is simply the y-axis and
G(l)  0, can easily be seen to reduce to the construction of Vallois (1992) with decreasing
functions. (Vallois (1992) also has a construction with increasing functions; this is not a
special case of the current construction.)
Remark 3. Taking F(s) ¼ h(s) ¼ s (or indeed any increasing function of s), we see that
R(s) ¼ 1 and so H(s) ¼ F(s). Consequently, we have G(l) ¼ l. Equation (17) reduces to
X t ¼ B t  L Xt
which is known to have solution L Xt ¼ sup s< t Bs , and X t is a reflecting Brownian motion on
(1, 0]. In particular, for some functions 1 , 2 , our stopping rule is now of the form



X
,
T ¼ inf ft > 0 : X t < 1 (L t )g ¼ inf t > 0 : B t < 2 sup Bs
s< t

the second form being notable as the same form as the Azéma–Yor stopping time; it is easy
to check the functions are identical.
We finish by demonstrating how new embeddings can be constructed using the previous
results, often with useful optimality properties. The embedding we construct will maximize
the expected value of a convex function of the local time at a level x 6¼ 0. (The case where
x ¼ 0 is the Vallois construction of Remark 2.) We assume for convenience that x . 0.
Then we consider the embedding constructed with F(s) ¼ s ^ x and h(s) ¼ s. The resulting
embedding uses Azéma–Yor to embed the left tail of the distribution, until the moment that
the maximum first reaches x, and then uses the Vallois construction to embed the rest of the
distribution. The choice of the Azéma–Yor type embedding prior to the first hitting time of
x will not affect the optimality of the construction, but fits in well with the ideas described
in this paper.
Theorem 10. Suppose x > 0, and let Lx be the local time of B at x. The stopping time T
defined in (22) with F(s) ¼ s ^ x and h(s) ¼ s maximizes E(L xT ) for any convex function ,
over all embeddings  of  in B t such that B t^ is uniformly integrable.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that (0) ¼ 9(0) ¼ 0; the second
assumption is possible since EL xT ¼ 2E(BT  x)þ , which is fixed for any UI embedding.
Further, we shall also suppose that  has a density on R given by f ( y); however, it is clear
that this assumption can be removed by considering a limiting argument.
We shall prove the theorem using a Lagrangian argument. Suppose that on the set
L xT . 0 the optimal choice of embedding has a joint density function for the stopped
distribution of (BT , L xT ) given by r(b, l). Note that on this set we have to embed all the
mass of  to the right of x together with sufficient mass to the left of x to give a
subprobability measure with mean x.
Then the problem of finding the optimal embedding can be restated as:
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ð1 ð1
maximize
0

(l)r(b, l)db dl

1

ð1
subject to

r(b, l)dl ¼ f (b),

b . x,

(25)

r(b, l) dl < f (b),

b , x,

(26)

r(b, u)db du,

(27)

r(b, u)db du,

(28)

0

ð1
0

ð1
x

ðx
1

1
(b  x)r(b, l)db ¼
2
(x  b)r(b, l)db ¼

1
2

ð1 ð1
1

l

ð1 ð1
1

l

r(b, l) > 0:

The necessity and sufficiency of conditions (27) and (28) follow from Theorem 1.1 of
Roynette et al. (2002). We shall construct the dual problem and show that, for a suitable
choice of the Lagrangian multipliers and the conjectured optimal r(b, l), the primal and dual
have the same value. It will follow that we have indeed found the construction which
maximizes E(L xT ).
We introduce the multiplier º(b) corresponding to (25) for b . x and (26) for b , x, and
E(l), (l) corresponding to (27) and (28), respectively. The resulting Lagrangian is:



ð
1 l
(E(u) þ (u)) du db dl
r(b, l)h (l)  º(b)  E(l)(b  x)1fb.xg  (l)(x  b)1fb,xg þ
2 0
ð
þ º(b) f (b)db:

ðð

Ð
The corresponding dual problem is therefore to minimize º(b) f (b) db subject to the term in
square brackets being non-positive, and º(b) > 0 for b < x (as a consequence of the
inequality in (26)).
Ð1
Let  , x satisfy  (b  x) f (b)db ¼ 0. Having embedded all the mass to the left
of  before the first hitting time H x of x, on the set T . H x we then use the
Vallois construction to embed  restricted to [, 1): let Æ(l) > x decreasing, and
(l) < x increasing be the Vallois boundaries, then on T . H x we have
= ((L t ), Æ(L t ))g. On T . H x , T embeds  restricted to [, 1).
T ¼ inf ft > H x : B t 2
Define the multipliers
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1
1
þ
dk;
x  (k)
0 Æ(k)  x
ðu
e A(u)
 0(m)e A( m) dm du;
E(l) ¼
0 Æ(u)  x 0
ðl
ðu
e A(u)
(l) ¼
0(m)e A( m) dm du;
0 x  (u) 0
8 ð Æ1 (b)
ð
e A(u) (Æ(u)  b) u
>
>
>
0(m)e A( m) dm du,
>
>
Æ(u)  x
< 0
0
º(b) ¼
>
>
> ð 1 (b) e A(u) (b  (u)) ð u
>
>
:
 0(m)e A( m) dm du,
x  (u)
0
0

A(m) ¼

1
2
ðl

ð m

b . x,

b , x:

Note, in particular, that º(b) > 0 for b , x. With these definitions, and using the properties
of the functions Æ(l) and (l), it is now possible to show that
ð
1 l
(l)  º(b)  E(l)(b  x)1fb.0g  (l)(x  b)1fb,0g þ
(E(u) þ (u)) du < 0,
2 0
so that we have a feasible solution to the dual problem, and also
ð
º(b) f (b)db ¼ E(L xT )
when T is the candidate embedding. Consequently the embedding is indeed optimal.

h
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